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Africa in an Era of Decolonization: British Aid and Development in Comparative Perspective
Ichiro MAEKAWA, Sarah Elizabeth STOCKWELL

15  5F ROOM 555
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Donzé PIERRE-YVES, Thomas DAVID
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---

**01 2F ROOM B1**

**The Right to Dress: Sumptuary Regulations in a Global Perspective, 1200-1800**

Giorgio RIELLO, Ulinka RUBLACK, Eiko IKEGAMI

Giorgio RIELLO: Sumptuary Prosecutions in Sixteenth- and Seventeenth-Century Padova, Italy

Ulinka RUBLACK: Sumptuary Laws in Early Modern Germany

Luca MOLÀ: Sumptuary Prosecutions in Sixteenth- and Seventeenth-Century Padova, Italy

Suraiya FAROQHI: The Right to Dress in the Ottoman Empire

Stan DU PLESSIS: The Possible Economics of a Social Act: Interpreting the VOC’s Sumptuary Laws of 1754

BuYun CHEN: ‘Hat of Loyalty and Tranquillity’: Regulating the Male Official Body in Ming China (1368-1644)

Francisco BETHENCOURT: Sumptuary Laws in the Iberian World

Discussant: Beverly LEMIRE

---

**02 2F ROOM B2**

**Convergence and Divergence: The Role of Chinese “Characteristics” and Global Factors in the Development of China’s Economy in the Early 20th Century**

Toru KUBO, Elisabeth KOLL

Kubo TORU: Reconsideration on Modern Chinese Industrial Development

Koll ELISABETH: Arrested Development? The Role of Technology Transfer, Industrial Growth, and Strategic Competition in the Emergence of the Chinese Machine Manufacturing Industry, 1890s to 1940s

Yoshia TOMIZAWA: Technical transfer in the cotton textile industry from Japan to China

Chie ASHIZAWA: The Process of Hybrid Labor Management System Established by Japanese Cotton Company in China,


Kwan Man BUN: Globalization and transvergence of managerial organization and technology transfer in the cases of Jiuda and Yongli

Saoyang HONG: Technology Transfer of Taiwan in the Taiwan Shipbuilding Corporation

Discussant: Kubo TORU

---

**03 1F ROOM C1**

**Economic inequality in pre-industrial Eurasia**

Guido ALFANI, Osamu SAITO

Francesco AMMANNATI: Economic inequality and poverty in the very long run: the case of the Florentine State (late thirteenth-early fourteenth centuries)

Guido ALFANI: Was there a “Little Convergence” in inequality? Low Countries and Italy compared, ca. 1500-1900

Antoni FURIÓ: Economic Inequality in Iberia before and after the Black Death

Carlos SANTIAGO-CABAL: Economic inequality in Madrid, 1500-1850

Jaime REIS: Inequality in Early Modern Europe: The "Strange" Case of Portugal, 1550-1770

Fabrice BOUDJAABA: Properties and economic inequalities at the test of crises. France, late seventeenth - first quarter of eighteenth century

Mats OLSSON: Wealth inequality in Sweden 1750–1900

Satoshi MURAYAMA: Village Network and Economic Inequality in Early Modern Japan

Jean-Pascal BASSINO: Inequality, Poverty, and Growth in Japan, 1850-1955

Hanhui GUAN: Measuring Wealth Inequality in Song China

Maarten F. VAN DIJCK: Why do we need equality? Dutch inequality on three continents during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries

Hülya CANBAKAL: Inequality of wealth in central lands of the Ottoman Empire, 1500-1840

Matteo DI TULLIO: Wealth inequality in the Republic of Venice during the early modern period: a research note

Luca MOCARELLI: Institutions in unequal societies: managing commons in the Alpine area

Discussants: Peter H. LINDERT, Osamu SAITO
Special Economic Zones: Treaty Ports and Port Cities of Maritime Asia, 1842-1942
Naoto KAGOTANI, Mark METZLER, Robert BICKERS

Naoto KAGOTANI———Introduction
Isabella JACKSON———Merchant Municipal Management in Shanghai’s International Settlement
Simon BYTHEWAY———Reconsidering the Yokohama “Gold Rush” of 1859
Harald FUESS———NA
Martha CHAIKLIN———Reconsidering the Yokohama “Gold Rush” of 1859
Niv HORESH———Stock Exchanges and Joint-Stock Enterprise in Treaty-Port Shanghai
Tomos ICHIKAWA———Maritime Quarantine and Treaty Port Network in Meiji Japan
Ryuichi TANIGAWA———Chinese Merchants and their Networks in the Late Nineteenth Century Korea
Sabina FAIRCHILD———Hydropower Development and Chemical Industrial City “Hungnam”
Susumu MIZUTA———Dry Docks and Patent Slipways of Maritime Asia

Discussants: Tomotaka KAWAMURA, Mark METZLER

Regulation of Natural Resources 1850-2000, Global Perspectives
Pål Thonstad SANDVIK, Gail TRINER, Takeo KIKKAWA

Andreas Dugstad SANDERS———Introduction: Natural resource regulations and the global economy
Co-authors: Pål Thonstad Sandvik and Espen Storli
Martin SHANAHAN———Did democratic institutions determine Australian’s ownership rights to minerals? Interest groups, regulations and the consequences of the gold rush era
Co-author: Zdravka Brunkova
Oscar GRANADOS———Commodities regulations and business dynamics in the Amazon Basin 1901-1939
Takeo KIKKAWA———National regulations in the petroleum industry, Japan’s case as an importing country
Pål Thonstad SANDVIK———A Nordic approach? Regulation of natural resources in the Nordic countries 1880-1939
Co-authors: Andreas Dugstad Sanders and Espen Storli
Shirley YE———The international regulation of China’s water: The League of Nations in republican China
Andrea LLUCH———Politics of regulation on natural resources and food commodities in Latin America: the beef export trade and meat packing industry in Argentina (c 1890-1939)
Robin GENDRON———Regulating the nickel industry in New Caledonia in the late 20th century
Gail TRINER———Regulatory regimes for petroleum in Brazil
Akira TANAKA———Resource nationalism and the supply of iron ore to the US and Japanese steel industry
Hans Otto FRÖLAND———The European Union, raw materials and global governance
Co-author: Mats Ingulstad

Competitiveness, Cooperation and Confrontation
Merchants, Networks and States in Intra-Asian Trade, 1500-1800
Gerrit KNAAP, Ryuto SHIMADA

Ruby MALONI———Gujarati merchant diaspora in the Arabian Sea, 17th and 18th century
Nadri GHULAM———Parsi merchants of Surat, second half 18th century
Hiromu NAGASHIMA———Muslim merchants in Ayutthaya, 17th century
Hao PENG———The role of consolidated merchant groups in Nagasaki Chinese maritime trade, late 18th century
Prakash OM———Intra-Asian trade as the “soul” of the VOC, 17th century
Shimada RYUTO———Intra-Asian trade according to “A new account of the East Indies” by Alexander Hamilton (1727)
Ota ATSUSHI———Pirate leader-cum-collaborator for the Dutch: Raja Akl and maritime migrants in Southwest Kalimantan, 1780-1850
Knaap GERRIT———Between trade and extraction: The VOC and the Law of Imperfect Competition, c. 1760
### 20153

**Dissertations and Posters**

**DAY 1 A**
- 13:30 - 17:00

**DAY 2 A**
- 09:00 - 12:30
- 13:30 - 15:30

**DAY 2 B**
- 16:00 - 18:00

**DAY 3 A**
- 09:00 - 12:30

**DAY 4 A**
- 09:00 - 12:30

**DAY 5 A**
- 09:00 - 12:30

**DAY 5 B**
- 13:30 - 17:00

---

#### 1F ROOM H

**Determinants of creativity: The case of the arts in the 19th and 20th centuries**

- Karol Jan BOROWIECKI, Kim OOSTERLINCK, Geraldine DAVID
- Sara MITCHELL — Agglomeration Economies in Literature: A Study of Prominent Literary Artists in the UK and Ireland Since 1700
- Greenwald DIANA — Of the Standard of Taste: Market Integration and the Emergence of National Tastes in the United States, 1825 – 1885
- Karol Jan BOROWIECKI — The Arts and Creativity in the United States since 1880
- Km OOSTERLINCK — Determinants of creativity: Do pecuniary incentives influence artists’ creativity?
- Geraldine DAVID — Determinants of creativity: Do pecuniary incentives influence artists’ creativity?
- John FORSTER — A Simple Quantitative Indicator of Innovation in painting
- Helen HIGGS — A Simple Quantitative Indicator of Innovation in painting
- José-Luis HERNÁNDEZ-MARCO — A determinant of creativity: the public art acquisitions at the Spanish Basque Country in the 20th century
- Xesqui CASTAÑER — A determinant of creativity: the public art acquisitions at the Spanish Basque Country in the 20th century
- Christiane HELLMANZIK — Historic art exhibitions and modern day auction results

---

#### 2F ROOM I

**NEW INSIGHTS INTO FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENT AND THE MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE: ASSESSING LONG-TERM IMPACTS ON HOST ECONOMIES**

- ADORACION ALVARO-MOYA, SUSANNA FELLMAN
- Dominique BARJOT — France and American investments in France: between strategy of catching up and policy of national independence (1946–1974)
- Margrit MÜLLER — FDI of Swiss firms during the first half of the 20th century. Risks and rewards for the firms and the economies involved
- Jimmy PARC — The effects of two inherently different foreign direct investment on host country: A case study of Korean automobile industry
- Rafael CASTRO — Technological Transfers and Foreign Multinationals in Emerging Markets: Derosne & Cail in the 19th Century
- Nadia FERNÁNDEZPINEDO — Technological Transfers and Foreign Multinationals in Emerging Markets: Derosne & Cail in the 19th Century
- David PRETEL — Technological Transfers and Foreign Multinationals in Emerging Markets: Derosne & Cail in the 19th Century
- Andrea LLUCH — Assessing the impacts of FDI in a host economy from a long-term perspective: The Argentinean experience (1870c–1971)
- Norma LANCIOTTI — Assessing the impacts of FDI in a host economy from a long-term perspective: The Argentinean experience (1870c–1971)
- Paul Kenneth KINYUA — The Political Economy of Regulating Multinational Corporations in Africa: A Case Study of Kenya
- Andrea COLLI — Joint Ventures as a Modernizing Factor in a developing economy. The Italian story in the 20th century
- Camilla BRAUTASET — Rekindling Long Lost Love? Foreign direct investments, business history and migration studies
- Edward M. KERBY — Geography, incentives, and ethnicity: What Determined Asian Foreign Direct Investment on South Africa’s Industrial Periphery (1975 - 1995)?
- Paloma FERNÁNDEZPÉREZ — Innovative Spanish Multinationals in the US between the 1950s and 2014: Apprentices becoming Masters, or just Globalization?
- Hildete VODOPIVES — FDI in Brazil in the 1990s and 2000s; macro factors impacting the internationalization of Vale
- Discussants: Andrea LLUCH, Andrea COLLI, Paloma FERNÁNDEZ-PÉREZ

---

#### 2F ROOM J

**Wages and global development since 1950/1960s: diversity and convergence between emerging and advanced countries**

- Michel-Pierre CHELINI
- Michel-Pierre CHELINI — Wage issues since the 50s
- Report of the preconference 9-10 April 2015 in Arras (France)
- Edward M KERBY — Wages issues in contemporary South-Africa
- Borodkin LEONID — Wages issue in rural/urban Russia 1880-1914 for the first globalization related to the Soviet period (1950-1991)
- Pierre LANTHIER — Indian salary issue (the impact of wages on the Indian part of the success of the Tata Group)
- Aomar IBOURK — Labour market in Morocco and gender wage inequality
- Patrick BELSER — The ILO Global Wage Report and current wage-related debates
- Jimmy PARC — The economic profitability in corporation, the wages as secondary component, some examples
- Discussant: Dominique BARJOT
**Parallel Sessions**

**DAY 4 A 09:00-12:30 THURSDAY, 6 AUGUST**

### 10 2F ROOM K

#### Demographic differentials by wealth and status

Hao DONG, Tommy BENGTSSON

Lionel KESZTENBAUM——Wealth accumulation and mortality differentials during the economic take off. France, 1825-1939

Volha LAZUKA——Public health investment, industrialization and child mortality in a rural setting: The case of southern Sweden 1870-1940

Christer LUNDH——Social norms and human agency: Marriage in 19th century Sweden

Christa MATTHYS——Delivered with care. Reproductive health seeking strategies by occupational status in 19th century Flanders

Hao DONG——Family influences on household health: An East Asian comparison, 1700-1950

Satomi KUROSU——Marriage and household socioeconomic differentials in early modern northeastern Japan: Rural-urban similarity and diversity

Mary Louise NAGATA——Socioeconomic status and class differences in family and demographic practice in nineteenth century Kyoto, 1843-1889

Long XING——Marriage between equals: Assortative mating in revolutionary rural China, 1945-1965

### 11 5F ROOM 501

#### Public Goods Provision in the Early Modern Economy: Role of the Regional Society in Japan, China and Europe

Masayuki TANIMOTO

Masayuki TANIMOTO——From ‘feudal’ lords to local notables: changing patterns of public goods provision from 17th to 19th century Japan

Kenichiro ARATAKE——The administration system of domains in early modern Japan

Kazuo SAKAI——Outsourcing the lords’ finance: the origin of local public finance in early modern Japan

Mitsuo KINOSHITA——Targetism, sanction and village autonomy in poor relief: a comparative perspective from early modern rural Japan to England, Eastern Europe, and China

Jonathan HEALEY——Coping with risk: the first century of the English Old Poor Law

Heinrich KAAK——Rules and ruled in flood protection in the 18th century: dike construction and maintenance in Prussia

Junichi KANZAKA——The development of civil engineering projects and the change of “kokudaka” in Tokugawa Japan

Takashi IDA——Lords’ forestry for people’s basic needs (“Notdurft”): evidence from Prussia’s royal forests during the 18th and 19th centuries

Takeshi AOKI——The role of villagers in forest management: cases from state forestry in modern Japan

Yoshiyuki AIHARA——Forests as commons in early modern China: an analysis of legal cases

R.Bin WONG——Towards a comparative history of public goods provision: state, domain and regional society

### 12 5F ROOM 509

#### Long run economic growth and the environment: international comparison from a socio-metabolic perspective

Iñaki IRIARTE-GOÑI, Fridolin KRAUSMANN

Marina FISCHER——Societies’ energy metabolism, revolutions, and transition to “modernity”, Marina Fischer-Kowalski, Fridolin Krausmann, Irene Pallua and Elena Rovenskaya

Fridolin KRAUSMANN——The global metabolic transition: Transformation of resource use patterns during industrialization. Fridolin Krausmann, Schaffartzik Anke, Andreas Mayer,Fridolin Krausmann, Schaffartzik Anke, Andreas Mayer


Rick HÖLSGENS——Long-term CO2 and SO2 emissions in the Netherlands: Industrialization and structural change. Rick Hölsgens; Go-authors: Ben Gales; Jan Pieter Smits , Frank Notten.

vicente PINILLA——Global water in a global world: a long term study on agricultural virtual water flows in the world. Rosa Duarte, Vicente Pinilla and Ana Serrano

Sofía HENRIQUES——Hidden energy flows in Anglo-Danish Trade. Sofia Henriques, Astrid Kander, Paul Sharp, Paul Warde

Iñaki IRIARTE-GOÑI——Spanish international trade in “M.E.F.A.” perspective (1870-1914), Iñaki Irarite-Goñi,

Santiago LÓPEZ——A case study of joint accounting of ecosystem services and economic activity applied to an infrastructure: the Santa Teresa dam (1960-2010), Libia Santos & Santiago M. López

Enric TELLO——An Intermediate Disturbance-Complexity model of agricultural and forest mosaics: Exploring the links between socio-metabolic disturbance and landscape ecology performance (Mallorca Island, Spain, 1956-2011), Enric Tello, Joan Marull, Carme Font, Nofre Fullana, Elena Domene
**Parallel Sessions**
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---

**13 5F ROOM 510**

**Microdata in African history**
Johan FOURIE, Martine MARIOTTI, Alex MORADI, Jacob WEISDORF, Feliz Meier ZU SELHAUSEN

- Bokang MPETA ——— Black living standards during before, during and after apartheid
- Martine MARIOTTI ——— Labor migration and structural change in rural labor markets: Evidence from Malawi
- Alexander MORADI ——— Ethnicity and Job Performance in the Kenyan Police (1940-1970)
- James FENSKE ——— Labor and health in colonial Nigeria
- Felix Meier ZU SELHAUSEN ——— From Farmers to Clerks: Social Mobility in colonial and post-colonial Uganda, 1908-2008
- Dieter VON FINTEL ——— The pre-colonial roots of structural unemployment
- Nonso OBIKILI ——— Climate, Yams and pre-colonial social organization in Africa

---

**14 5F ROOM 554**

**Africa in an Era of Decolonization: British Aid and Development in Comparative Perspective**
Ichiro MAEKAWA, Sarah Elizabeth STOCKWELL

- Ichiro MAEKAWA ——— An Outline of British Aid after World War II: Introduction to the Session
- Sarah Elizabeth STOCKWELL ——— From Colonial Development to Post-colonial Technical Assistance: British Approaches to State-building in Post-colonial Africa
- Joseph Morgan HODGE ——— Afterlife of Empire: Post-colonial Careering of Former Colonial Experts
- Shoko MIZUNO ——— International Cooperation in Technical Assistance for Development in Late Colonial and Early Postcolonial Africa
- Miguel Bandeira JERÓNIMO ——— Internationalism and Development: the Late Colonial State in the Portuguese Empire in a Comparative Perspective (1945-1975)
- Naaborko SACKEYFIO-LENOCH ——— Ghana’s Trades Union Congress and the Politics of International Labor Alliances, 1957-1966

Discussant: Gareth AUSTIN

---

**15 5F ROOM 555**

Donzé PIERRE-YVES, Thomas DAVID

- Takeuchi RYOSUKE ——— The Process of the Foreign Pharmaceutical Enterprise’s Management in Japan after WWII: The Case of Schering AG, 1950s-1990s
- Thomas DAVID ——— Global health and development during the first half of the 20th century: The fellowship programs of international organizations and the notion of human capital
- William Gervase CLARENCE-SMITH ——— The spread of Trypanosoma evansi (surra) in modern times: the globalisation of a disease of livestock in the 19th and 20th centuries
- Davide RODOGNO ——— Global health and development during the first half of the 20th century: The fellowship programs of international organizations and the notion of human capital
- Maki UMEMURA ——— Globalisation in the creation of new therapeutics: Regenerative medicine and the case of tissue engineering
- Kohei WAKIMURA ——— Situating the East Asian Quarantine Politics in the International Context: The Late 19th Century and the Inter-war Period
- Mai YAMASHITA ——— Activity and History of Nurses Providing Care to the Poor
- Pierre-Yves DONZÉ ——— Introduction

Discussant: Akihito SUZUKI
Diverse Routes to Schooling for All

David MITCH, Sun GO

Gabriele CAPELLI——Escaping from the Human Capital Trap? Italy’s Regions and the move to centralized primary schooling, 1861-1936.
Fran BELTRAN——Land access inequality and education in pre-industrial Spain.
Irineu de Carvalho FILHO—Education Performance: was it all determined 100 years ago? Evidence from Sao Paolo.
Irina ESPANA——Actors, institutional change and reproduction. The Colombian case of racial exclusion and regional development
Se YAN——The long-term impacts of the rise of China’s modern education system.
Pei GAO——Rise from Chaos: what drove the spread of modern primary schooling in China through the early twentieth century?
Sun GO——Two paths to universal public schooling in Japanese colonies: a comparative analysis of Korea and Taiwan.
David MITCH——Global Perspectives on Schooling for All

Discussant: David MITCH

Diverse accounts and accountings: constructions and creations of accounting across space and time

Cheryl Susan MC WATTERS

José Miguel LANA-BERASAIN
Accounting the Commons: Account Records for Managing Natural Resources in Northern Spain, 16th-20th Centuries

Jessica Vechbanyongratana
From Assessing Taxes to Securing Property Rights: The Evolution of Land Deeds in Thailand

Frank LEWIS——Understanding History Through Accounting Records and Economic Theory: Applications drawn from the Royal African Company, the Hudson’s Bay Company, and the Grand Trunk Railway Company of Canada

Ann CARLOS——Understanding History Through Accounting Records and Economic Theory: Applications drawn from the Royal African Company, the Hudson’s Bay Company, and the Grand Trunk Railway Company of Canada

Frank J TOUGH——Turning a 1670 Royal Charter into 20th Century Capital: The Hudson’s Bay Company’s Land Department records and the financialization of an asset on the periphery of the British Empire

Km TODT——“Perfect Reconyng”: The Use of Vade Mecums in Early America

Martin PERSSSON——The Stable Money Association: The Performativity of Monetary Lobbying

Cheryl Susan MCWATTERS
Constructing Patient Identity: The Technology of the Medical Record in Making the Psychiatric Hospital Calculable

Thomas FOTH——Constructing Patient Identity: The Technology of the Medical Record in Making the Psychiatric Hospital Calculable

Revisiting the role of foreign trade in socialist economies

Valeria ZANIER

Oscar SANCHEZ-SIBONY——Big Oil, High Finance and the Diminution of the Soviet Union

Valentina FAVA——The “Front-line of Our Enterprises”: ENI, Fiat and the Italian-Soviet Economic Relations

Elena KOCHETKOVA——Finnish-Soviet trade in the 1950s-60s: interests and tools of Cold War actors

Pui-Tak LEE——The Film Industry Caught between the KMT and CCP Rivalry in Hong Kong, 1950s-80s

Valeria ZANIER——Engaging with the Storm: the transformation of trade institutions in Mao’s China

Christopher LEIGHTON——Stones in the River: China’s Big Capitalists through the post-Mao Transition

Federico PACHETTI——Forecasting China’s economic shift: US PRC Policy in the long 1970

Discussants: Jari ELORANTA, Niklas JENSEN-ERIKSEN
Parallel Sessions
DAY 4 B 13:30-17:00 THURSDAY, 6 AUGUST

Overview

01  2F ROOM B1
Environmental Foundations of Asian Capitalism
Kaoru SUGIHARA, Kenneth POMERANZ, Tirthankar ROY

02  2F ROOM B2
The Quantitative History of China, ca. 1368-1949
Bas VAN LEEUWEN, Yi XU, Peter FOLDVARI

03  1F ROOM C1
Banking supervision in comparative perspective: Europe, America and East Asia
Eiji HOTORI, Mikael WENDSCHLAG, Catherine R. SCHENK

04  1F ROOM C2
Organizational Innovation and Business Enterprise in International Perspective
Naomi R. LAMOREAUX, Zorina KHAN

05  1F ROOM F
Discovering North China: Regional Diversity and Development from the 18th Century to the 20th Century
Linda GROVE, Wei ZHANG, Seiichiro YOSHIZAWA

06  1F ROOM G
Monetary Systems in Post-colonial transition in Asia and Africa
OLIVIER FEIERTAG, Vincent DUCHAUSSOY, Kako NUBUKPO

07  1F ROOM H
Piracy, Smuggling and Black Markets: Rethinking Market and Consumer Practice, c. 1600-1900s
Beverly LEMIRE, Kenneth MOURE

08  2F ROOM I
Authoritarianism, centre-local delegation, and the economy
Steven NAFZIGER

09  2F ROOM J
Multinationals from emerging and developing countries: historical roots
Judith CLIFTON, Daniel DIAZ-FUENTES, Pierre LANTHIER

10  2F ROOM K
Foreign capital and colonial Southeast Asia: Profits, economic growth and indigenous society
Thomas J. LINDBLAD

11  5F ROOM 501
Total War, International Business and Organizational Innovation
Ben WUBIS, Takaumi KUROSAWA, Neil FORBES

12  5F ROOM 509
African, American, Asian and European ways of institutionalizing statistics
Béatrice TOUCHELAY, Jean-Pierre BEAUD

13  5F ROOM 510
New Perspectives on the Economic Impact of Canals and Railways
Dan BOGART, Xavier DURAN, Alfonso HERRANZ-LONCAN

14  5F ROOM 554
Opening of Treaty Ports Reconsidered: The Chinese Maritime Customs and Modern Chinese Economy
Songdi WU

15  5F ROOM 555
Economic Information in Motion: Case Studies on Early Twentieth-Century East Asia
Joyman LEE, Tai-kuang HO, Miriam KAMINISHI, Masao DAEUMER

16  6F ROOM 662
The City and the World – Spatial and Temporal Connectivities in the pre-Modern World
Radhika SESHAN, Ruby MALONI

17  6F ROOM 664
The institutional foundations of long-distance trade before industrialization: diversity and change.
Daniel STRUM, Yadira Gonzalez DE LARA, Tijl VANNESTE

18  6F ROOM 665
Long-Run Perspectives on African Agricultural Development
Erik GREEN, Lowe BÖRJESON, Jutta BOLT
### Environmental Foundations of Asian Capitalism

**Kaoru SUGIHARA, Kenneth POMERANZ, Tirthankar ROY**

- **Kaoru SUGIHARA** — Introduction ①
- **Kenneth POMERANZ** — Introduction ②
- **Koji TANAKA** — Development of Intensive Agricultural Systems in Asian Rice-Growing Zone: From Tokugawa Japan to Contemporary Tropical Asia
- **Kenneth POMERANZ** — Resources, Growth, and the Persistence of Spatial Inequalities in China
- **Tirthankar ROY** — Agrarian Expansion and Ecological Change in the Tropics: India in Comparative Perspective
- **Kaoru SUGIHARA** — Transformation of Asia’s Resource Base: Impact of Fossil Fuels on Industrialization
- **Gareth AUSTIN** — Comments ①
- **Astrid KANDER** — Comments ②

### The Quantitative History of China, ca. 1368-1949

**Bas VAN LEEUWEN, Yi XU, Peter FOLDVARI**

- **Osamu SAITO** — A brief introduction in the historical statistics of China and Japan
- **Zhihong SHI** — Agriculture in the Qing Dynasty
- **Yi XU** — Industrialisation in late Qing and Republican China
- **Cheng ZHENGPING** — International Trade 1840-1949
- **Bas VAN LEEUWEN** — Urbanization in China, ca. 1100-1900
- **Yi XU** — Chinese GDP, ca. 1660-1933.
- **Peter FOLDVARI** — Market development in Qing China
- **Martin UEBELE** — The extent and composition of disaster relief after China’s 1823 flood: New archival evidence.

### Banking supervision in comparative perspective: Europe, America and East Asia

**Eiji HOTORI, Mikael WENDSCHLAG, Catherine R. SCHENK**

- **Eugene N. WHITE** — Stabilizing the National Banking System 1864-1913: The role of the bank examination
- **Gerarda WESTERHUIS** — New beliefs at the top: Mapping the changing backgrounds of Dutch bankers, 1950-2007
- **Catherine R. SCHENK** — Offshore markets and Shadow Banking: Hong Kong bank regulation in years of growth and crisis 1965-85
- **Koji FUDA** — The factors which formed the Thai prudential policy before and after the crisis of 1997
- **Wang JINGBIN** — Comments from the case of China
- **Thibaud GIDDEY** — The quiet influence of the Swiss banking law in the shaping of the Belgian supervisory regime of 1935
- **Emmanuel MOURLON-DRUOL** — Why did Europeans fail to create a banking union before the euro? The development of banking regulation and supervision in Western Europe, 1965-1983
- **Pierre SIKLOS** — Benchmarking Macroprudential policies: An initial assessment
- **Eiji HOTORI** — Explaining the formalization of banking supervision: A comparison of five countries (with Mikael Wendschlag)
- **Mikael WENDSCHLAG** — Explaining the formalization of banking supervision: A comparison of five countries (with Eiji Hotori)

**Discussants:** Ayumu SUGAWARA, Teru NISHIKAWA
### Parallel Sessions

**Day 4 B 13:30-17:00 Thursday, 6 August**

#### 04 1F ROOM C2

**Organizational Innovation and Business Enterprise in International Perspective**

Naomi R. LAMOREAUX, Zorina KHAN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cihan ARTUNC</td>
<td>Enterprise Forms and Firm Mortality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zorina KHAN</td>
<td>Related Investing: Corporate Ownership and the Dynamics of Capital Mobilization during Early Industrialization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael ALDOUS</td>
<td>Avoiding Negligence and Profusion: The Role of Hybrid Ownership Forms in the 19th Century Anglo-Indian Trade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susana MARTINEZ</td>
<td>Making up the Rules for a New Enterprise Form: The Spanish SRL, 1886-1936</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tom NICHOLAS</td>
<td>The Organization of Enterprise in Japan*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leslie HANNAH</td>
<td>Twentieth Century Enterprise Forms: Japan in Comparative Perspective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naomi R. LAMOREAUX</td>
<td>Political Democratization and Corporate Governance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetsuji OKAZAKI</td>
<td>What Did Corporate Executives, Outside Directors and Large Shareholders Really Do? Corporate Governance of Tokyo Marine Co. and Taisho Marine Co. in Mitsubishi and Mitsui Zaibatsu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric D. HILT</td>
<td>The Choice of Organizational Form among American Investment Banks, 1890-1990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrea COLLI</td>
<td>Ownership and Performance in European Big Business: The Longitudinal Perspective</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussants: Robin PEARSON, Amanda GREGG, Carola FRYDMAN

#### 05 1F ROOM F

**Discovering North China: Regional Diversity and Development from the 18th Century to the 20th Century**

Linda GROVE, Wei ZHANG, Seiichiro YOSHIZAWA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Linda GROVE</td>
<td>The &quot;Discovering North China&quot; Project: Introduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tan XU</td>
<td>Commercial Cities and Towns of North China during the Ming-Qing Period: A Study Using Custom Archives Records and Merchant Guild Inscriptions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yaping XIONG</td>
<td>Development of the Modern Transportation System and the Rise and Fall of North China Towns: Taking Luohe and Zhoukou (1905-1985) as Case Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wei ZHANG</td>
<td>Transition of the Rural Marketing System in Northern China: A Case Study of Hebei Province (1736-1937)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seiichiro YOSHIZAWA</td>
<td>The Changing Concept of the &quot;Northwest Region&quot; in Late Imperial and Modern China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shinji ASADA</td>
<td>Exploring North China in the Age of &quot;New Geography&quot;: The Perspective of German-Japanese Relations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toru KUBO</td>
<td>Japan and the Development of North China as a Regional Concept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limin ZHANG</td>
<td>Characteristics of the Commodity Market in Modern North China</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussant: Bin WONG

#### 06 1F ROOM G

**Monetary Systems in Post-colonial transition in Asia and Africa**

OLIVIER FEIERTAG, Vincent DUCHAUSSOY, Kako NUBUKPO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nadeem AFTAB</td>
<td>Monetary Decolonization: The Case of India (co-authored paper)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tehreek HUSSAIN</td>
<td>Monetary Decolonization: The Case of India (co-authored paper)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuno VALERIO</td>
<td>Monetary decolonisation of the Portuguese Colonial Empire: 1961-1975 and after</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olivier FEIERTAG</td>
<td>Morocco and the franc zone (1956-1959): &quot;Morexit&quot; or Decolonization?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vincent DUCHAUSSOY</td>
<td>Monetary decolonisation and africanisation in the West Africa’s franc zone (1960s to 1970s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kako NUBUKPO</td>
<td>Fifty years of Monetary Policy in West Africa: What have we learned?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 07 1F ROOM H

**Piracy, Smuggling and Black Markets: Rethinking Market and Consumer Practice, c. 1600-1900s**

Beverly LEMIRE, Kenneth MOURE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beverly LEMIRE</td>
<td>In the Wake of Global Trade: Smuggling, Scavenging &amp; Wrecking in the Expansion of Consumer Markets, c. 1600-1800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael KWASS</td>
<td>Between Production and Consumption: The Role of Smuggling in the Eighteenth-Century Consumer Revolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kent G. DENG</td>
<td>Extreme Entrepreneurship: Maritime Smuggling in Coastal China, in the Pre-Modern Period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert J. ANTONY</td>
<td>Piracy, Smuggling, and the Shadow Economy in the Gulf of Tonkin, 1550-1850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenneth MOURE</td>
<td>'Empty Shelves': Consumers and the Functions of the Black Market in Occupied France, 1940-1944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aaron MOORE</td>
<td>Little Autarkies: Youth and the Burdens of Self-Sufficiency During World War II, Japan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussants: Danielle VAN DEN HEUVEL, Kent DENG
### Parallel Sessions

**DAY 4 B 13:30-17:00  THURSDAY, 6 AUGUST**

#### 08  2F ROOM I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Authoritarianism, centre-local delegation, and the economy</td>
<td>Steven NAZIGER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gary MAGEE——The Prisoner’s Dilemma: An UnNatural Experiment from Nazi Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maciej TYMIŃSKI——The Party Agents in the Command Economy: The Case of Warsaw District in the Years 1950-1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Marvin SOE——Accounting for the Size of Nations. Empirical Determinants of Secessions and the Soviet Breakup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leigh A GARDNER——A Missing Piece of the Fiscal Puzzle? Local Government Finance and Indirect Rule in British Colonial Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jessica HENNESSEY——The Impact of Decentralization on Municipalities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Price FISHBACK——The Interaction of the National and State Governments During the New Deal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maura DYKSTRA——Anonymity, Place, Authority, and the Court of Chongqing: Exploring the Relationship between Qing Long-distance Commercial Practices and Imperial Jurisdiction from 1750 to 1911</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Debin MA——Centralization and Decentralization in Chinese History, An Institutional Approach</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 09  2F ROOM J

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Multinationals from emerging and developing countries: historical roots</td>
<td>Judith CLIFTON, Daniel DIAZ-FUENTES, Pierre LANTHIER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paloma FERNÁNDEZ——A Rising Sun in Spain. Evidence of Japanese Knowledge Transfer to Spanish Multinationals in the second half of the twentieth century</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dominique BARJOT——Samsung’s historical roots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kathryn FURLONG——EPM’s quest for “integrated autonomy”: The historical roots of a public multinational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pierre LANTHIER——Historical roots of the TATA group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alexandre MACCHIONE SAES——Electric power and diplomacy: US-Brazil relations in the Brazilian electric sector, 1945-1954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Daniel DIAZ-FUENTES——TELMEX and state-firm relations: a long-term perspective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Judith CLIFTON——TELMEX and state-firm relations: a long-term perspective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rang-Ri PARK——Samsung’s historical roots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Angel CALVO——Was there really a Latin American strategy in the ‘multinationalization’ of Telefónica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bernardo KOSACOFF——APCOR: three phases of internationalization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Xiaolan ZHOU——The international activities of the biggest public works companies in China</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 10  2F ROOM K

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Foreign capital and colonial Southeast Asia: Profits, economic growth and indigenous society</td>
<td>Thomas J. LINDBLAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anne BOOTH——Growth, Industrialization and the Role of Foreign Capital: Asian Colonies, 1900-42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thomas LINDBLAD——Corporate Structure and Profit in Late Colonial Indonesia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Colin BROWN——Commanders and Subalterns: Foreign Capital, Industrial Sugar Manufacture, Farmers and Workers in Rural Java from the Inter-War Depression to Nationalization, 1931-1969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Frank OCHSENDORF——Gains from Foreign Investment for Indigenous Society in North Sumatra, 1860-1960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mark VAN DE WATER——Dutch Investment in Indonesia in the Late Colonial Period and after Indonesian Independence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pierre VAN DER ENG——Extractive Institutions, Colonial Drain and Underdevelopment: The Case of Indonesia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bambang PURWANTO——(to be announced)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Riad REZZIK——The Hidden Hinge of Imperial Finance: Malaysia and the Unravelling of British Colonial Debt Policy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### II  5F ROOM 501

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total War, International Business and Organizational Innovation</td>
<td>Ben WUBS, Takafumi KUROSAWA, Neil FORBES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Luciano SEGRETO——Sliding doors. Siemens investments in Italy 1899-1949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Neil FORBES——Rio Tinto’s Spanish investments before and after the Second World War: corporate strategy and political risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Takafumi KUROSAWA——Total War, Political Risk and Organizational Change of Swiss and (Angle)-Dutch Multinationals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ben WUBS——Total War, Political Risk and Organizational Change of Swiss and (Angle)-Dutch Multinationals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ryo IZAWA——Impact on European MNEs of international double taxation on business income, 1914-1980s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Halse MULUKEN AKALU——Disposal of Italian Property in Ethiopia, 1941-1956: A Historical Review of the Theory and Practice of Custody of Enemy Property</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Takeo KIKKAWA——War and innovation: Two entrepreneurs who led Japan’s miracle post-war restoration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Marten BOON——International Business during the Cold War: the effects of Middle Eastern nationalism on European business, 1956-1960</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**African, American, Asian and European ways of institutionalizing statistics**
Béatrice TOUCHELAY, Jean-Pierre BEAUD

Béatrice TOUCHELAY________Presentation of session with Jean-Pierre Beaud
Theodore M. PORTER________Keynote speaker. “The Special Problems of Counting the Insane”
Jean-Pierre BEAUD_________Statistical and public controversies in today’s world
Luiz-Carlos SOARES_________Sebastião Ferreira Soares and the introduction of statistical science in nineteenth Century Brazil
Makoto HANASHIMA_________The constitution of cause-of-death statistics in modern Japan: the experience of standardization and implementation with Kenichi Tomobe
Kenichi TOMOBE___________The constitution of cause-of-death statistics in modern Japan: the experience of standardization and implementation
Martine MESPOULET_________Statistics and statisticians in West of Europe
Thor O JENSEN_________Rise and fall of one regime of governing close to numbers - The Norwegian Case (1800-2005)
Ute SCHNEIDER_________Creating international standards? Methodological considerations on economic statistics at the international congresses since the 19th century
Facil TESFAYE_________The production and (mis)use of official statistics in Rwanda and South Africa
Cecilia LANATA BRIONES________The Argentine comprehensive price index and the somber years (1918-1931)
Beatrice TOUCHELAY________Conclusion and perspectives

**New Perspectives on the Economic Impact of Canals and Railways**
Dan BOGART, Xavier DURAN, Alfonso HERRANZ-LONGAN

Alex MORADI_________History, Path Dependence and Development: Evidence from Colonial Railroads, Settlers and Cities in Kenya
Christian HUNG_________Evaluating the Effects of Transportation Breaks on the U.S. Antebellum Economy
Elisabeth PERLMAN_________Dense Enough To Be Brilliant: Patents, Urbanization, and Transportation in Nineteenth Century America
John TANG_________The Engine and the Reaper: Industrialization and Mortality in Late Nineteenth Century Japan
Xavier DURAN_________Why not using the wheel: Evidence from the Cambio Road
Johan FOURIE________Rails to prosperity. The economic impact of Africa’s largest railway network before 1910
Bogart DAN_________Railways and Occupational Change in Industrial Britain

**Opening of Treaty Ports Reconsidered: The Chinese Maritime Customs and Modern Chinese Economy**
Songdi WU

Songdi WU_________The search, sorting and preliminary research on China’s Maritime Customs publications (1859-1949)
Chihyun Chang_________World War 1 and China’s financial reorganisation: The Boxer indemnity, foreign debts and national Loans
Liehui WANG_________British and Japanese Maritime Network in China in 1920s
Zhe WANG_________The spatial distribution of domestic trade flows in modern China (1849-1949)
Lei YANG_________The Shipping industry of Japan Before and after World war 1
Shusheung FANG________How was modern China shaped economically?: Cues from Chinese Maritime Customs statistics
Jingmin YANG_________The tariff policy of Nanking Republic Government and the import substitution in Chinese Cotton industry (1928-1936)
Qiuhong HE_________The study on free ports in modern China, taking Qingdao and Weihaiwei for examples

Discussants: Robert BICKERS, Takeshi HAMASHITA

**Economic Information in Motion: Case Studies on Early Twentieth-Century East Asia**
Joyman LEE, Tai-kuang HO, Miriam KAMINISHI, Masao DAEUMER

Joyman LEE_________Impact of Japan’s Information Infrastructure on China as a Case of Technology Transfer
Robert HELLYER_________How to Stop the Black Tea Wave? Information Gathering in Japan’s Tea Export Trade to the U.S., 1890 to 1940
Miriam KAMINISHI________The Impact of Political and Economic Events on the Multiple-Currency System in Manchuria, 1929-32
Tai-kuang HO_________How to Evaluate Money Doctors Objectively: Money Doctors from the West Reconsidered
Masao DAEUMER________French and German Policies in Institutional Bargaining in Asian Trade: An Analysis of the Interplay of Tariffs, Diplomatic Prestige and Economic Information Flows, 1907-1932
Hikaru TANAKA_________Information Flows in the Bailout Process for the Local Economy: A Case Study of Modern Japan in the 1910s and 1920s

Discussants: Masayuki TANIMOTO, Kazuko FURUTA, Denggao LONG
**Parallel Sessions**

**DAY 4 B 13:30-17:00** THURSDAY, 6 AUGUST

---

**16 6F ROOM 662**

**The City and the World – Spatial and Temporal Connectivities in the pre-Modern World**

Radhika SESHAN, Ruby MALONI

Radhika SESHAN —— The City in and as the World – A Comparative Study of Cambay and Fort St. George
Abha SINGH —— Merchant Groups and the Trading Rurban Networks in Suba Delhi in the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries
Ryuto SHIMADA —— South Asian merchants at Batavia in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries
Ishrat ALAM —— Ports and hinterland in the Seventeenth Century Coromandel
Sumitra KULKARNI —— Migration Patterns in the 18th century Maratha Regions – A Case of Pargana Towns in Malwa and Bundelkhand
Michihiro OGAWA —— The Networks of Market Towns (qasbas) in Western India from the late Eighteenth to the early Nineteenth centuries
Shizuo KATAKURA —— Dual City of Muscat: Structure of the Commercial Centre and its Residents in the 18th and 19th centuries
Ruquia HUSSAIN —— The Mughal Port City of Surat and the Foreign Merchants (1600-1730)
Ruby MALONI —— Maritime Cities and their hinterland: Surat and Bombay

---

**17 6F ROOM 664**

**The institutional foundations of long-distance trade before industrialization: diversity and change.**

Daniel STRUM, Yadira Gonzalez DE LARA, Tijl VANNESTE

Kathryn M. HUDSON* —— Movers and Shakers: Political Economics and Exchange in Precolumbian America*
John S. HENDERSON* —— Movers and Shakers: Political Economics and Exchange in Precolumbian America*
Jessica GOLDBERG —— Labels and Letters: the material of trust in the medieval world
Yadira González DE LARA —— The Impact of Formal Monitoring on Financial Development: from debt to equity in late medieval Venice
Adrian B. LEONARD —— Institutions for Contract Enforcement: insiders, outsiders, and insurance in early modern London
Daniel STRUM —— The Coevolution of Various Mechanisms Governing the Expansion of Commercial Agency Relations: Jews and Conversos along the sugar route revisited (Brazil, Portugal and the Netherlands, 1595–1618)
Esther SAHLE —— Quakers, Coercion and Pre-Modern Growth: why Friends’ formal institutions for contract enforcement did not matter for early modern trade expansion
Tijl VANNESTE —— Forging and Breaking Ties of Business in Eighteenth-Century Europe
Michihiro KANDORI —— From a Medieval to a Current Economic Issue: Greif’s interactive, context-specific analysis applied to a Community Union

Discussants: Avner GREIF, Regina GRAFE

---

**18 6F ROOM 665**

**Long-Run Perspectives on African Agricultural Development**

Erik GREEN, Lowe BÖRJESON, Jutta BOLT

Joseph INIKOR —— Issues in West African Agricultural Development from Medieval Times to the late Nineteenth Century
Elias MANDALA —— COLONIAL MARKETS AND THE PARASITIC COTTON SECTOR; MALAWI FROM THE 1880S TO THE PRESENT
Pieter WOLJTER —— Terms of trade volatility and Agricultural Development in sub-Saharan Africa, 1870-1939
Angus Dalrymple SMITH —— Did the Atlantic Slave Trade Boost West African Commercial Agriculture?
Frans HUIJZENDVELD —— Western science and household strategies in the light of a long predicted Malthusian crisis in the West-Usambara Highlands of Tanzania (1900-2014)
Erik GREEN —— Capturing the capital rents? The development of large-scale farming in Southern Rhodesia, 1900-1960
Michiel DE HAAS —— Measuring rural welfare development in colonial cash crop economies: the case of Uganda and beyond